
A  base B  bonus C  plus D  reward

Q1

A  recognition B  resignation C  reputation D  restitution

Q2

A  overtime B  labor C  training D  notice

Q3

A  computation B  combination C  constitution D  compensation

Q4

A  resuming B  rationing C  recycling D  retaining

Q5

A  equivalent B  hard C  monitor D  soft

Q6

A  despite B  commission C  turnover D  promotion

Q7

A  horizons B  rates C  advancement D  term

Q8

A  reinstate B  reinvent C  return D  reimburse

Q9

A  sacks B  charges C  blames D  holds

Q10

To Quit or Not to Quit

Please choose the most appropriate answer for each sentence.

John isn't happy with the ..... salary that his company offers. This is the amount that John is paid per month in return for
standard productivity and performance. I think he's looking for another job.

If you want to quit your job, you should give your boss a letter of ......

Most employers require a minimum of two weeks' ..... if you want to quit your job.

Tim has a lot more responsibility at work, but his salary has not increased. Do you think it's fair that his boss has given
him added responsibilities without increasing the ..... he receives?

If a company doesn't provide its employees with competitive salaries and benefits, the company will have a hard time
finding and ..... quality employees.

Would you quit your job if your supervisor/manager continually gave you a (n) ..... time at work?

That company has a high ..... rate because the management team is very difficult to work for. More than 30 employees
quit their jobs last month alone!

If there aren't any opportunities for ..... of any kind, you might lose some of your key employees.

Ralph quit his sales job because the company he worked for refused to ..... him for travel expenses that he incurred for
work purposes. He spent more than $500 on travel expenses last month!

Robert: My supervisor ..... me, in front of our manager, for errors he makes all the time. Cynthia: How do you put up
with that? I would quit my job if my boss used me as a scapegoat every time she made a mistake at work.
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ANSWERS: To Quit or Not to Quit

John isn't happy with the ..... salary that his company offers. This is the amount that John is paid per month in return for
standard productivity and performance. I think he's looking for another job.

A  base

If you want to quit your job, you should give your boss a letter of ......

B  resignation

Most employers require a minimum of two weeks' ..... if you want to quit your job.

D  notice

Tim has a lot more responsibility at work, but his salary has not increased. Do you think it's fair that his boss has given
him added responsibilities without increasing the ..... he receives?

D  compensation

If a company doesn't provide its employees with competitive salaries and benefits, the company will have a hard time
finding and ..... quality employees.

D  retaining

Would you quit your job if your supervisor/manager continually gave you a (n) ..... time at work?

B  hard

That company has a high ..... rate because the management team is very difficult to work for. More than 30 employees
quit their jobs last month alone!

C  turnover

If there aren't any opportunities for ..... of any kind, you might lose some of your key employees.

C  advancement

Ralph quit his sales job because the company he worked for refused to ..... him for travel expenses that he incurred for
work purposes. He spent more than $500 on travel expenses last month!

D  reimburse

Robert: My supervisor ..... me, in front of our manager, for errors he makes all the time. Cynthia: How do you put up
with that? I would quit my job if my boss used me as a scapegoat every time she made a mistake at work.

C  blames
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